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In 1987 Little, Brown and Company published The Lost Notebooks of Loren Eiseley and so, a decade after his death, the voice of this great literary naturalist again was available to enlighten and instruct that vast community of readers who extend this professor's students far beyond the classrooms where he taught for many years at the University of Pennsylvania. Eiseley recorded his first entry in May, 1953: "Beginning this journal in my forty-sixth year, a late start for a writer's journal, but I hope to do something with it" (1987, p. 4). One thing he did with it was to publish his widely acclaimed The Immense Journey in 1957; volumes of essays and poetry followed nearly every year that remained of his life. With this beginning, Eiseley also joined an historical society: writers, artists, beekeepers, military adventurers, travelers, Victorian gardeners, teachers, and chroniclers from almost every human occupation who, in his editor's words, "confided daily thoughts and happenings through the years" (p. 3). Sometimes they recorded, as well, details about the physical embodiments of their observations. William Carlos Williams wrote in his autobiography: "My thoughts were preserved in the series of ten-cent copybooks of which I have spoken. They had stiffboard covers of a black and tawny water-wave design and a slightly off-gray cloth binding. They accumulated to twenty-three," he noted, and then divulged, "They were for me for many years a precious comfort" (1948, p. 53).

Comfort, we may suppose, was found by many other journal keepers, whether or not they acknowledged it explicitly in their entries. One source of such comfort is the affirmation that concrete objects emanate for their makers, an evidence of self lodged in the physical
world. So it is we are told that Pasteur, late in life, marveled as he turned the pages of his earlier publications, "How beautiful, how beautiful! And to think I did it all" (Dubos, 1950, p. 87). Comfort may be an outcome, but it seems an unlikely intention for these avid recorders. Eiseley detected what he described in his notebooks as "one deep consummatory drive: to fix what has mattered to me" (p. 214). He asserted "no other purpose than to claim a time and to make it my own forever," but he understood that publication extended that claim: "Print is cunning and enables so many hundreds of copies to be run off that somewhere a like mind may encounter and choose to share my musings" (p. 214).

It pleases me to think of Working Papers in Art Education 1987 as refined from a kind of collective notebook, fixing what mattered to these graduate students at a common time in their research, affording them the possibility to marvel, like Pasteur, at what they have done, and, perhaps, locating for them like minds "to share their musings." What Eiseley saw as an obligation to keep "our own true notebook of the way we came" may commence for them in these pages. Here, are their early entries.


Marilyn Zurmuehlen
Editor
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